Want to write open source code? Want to make money? Now you can!

Join Haiku for the Google Summer of Code 2010!

Google sponsors you to write open source software during the summer. + Our experienced developers mentor you to success. =

- Help build Haiku, a new and exciting OS
- Be part of the thriving open source world
- Learn from seasoned software developers
- Get paid a USD$5000 stipend!

START BY MEETING THE HAIKU COMMUNITY

Mailing list: http://www.freelists.org/list/haiku
IRC channel: #haiku on irc.freenode.net

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT GSOC 2010

General info: http://haiku-os.org/community/gsoc/2010
Project ideas: http://haiku-os.org/community/gsoc/2010/ideas
To apply: http://haiku-os.org/community/gsoc/2010/students
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